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ABSTRACT 

In 1845, at the age of sixty-four, Universalist preacher, educator, 
and abolitionist, Daniel Parker traveled by steamboat from Cincinnati 
down the Ohio and Mississippi rivers to New Orleans, returning a few 
weeks later. Over thirty-five years before, beginning in 1809, he had taken 
the same river route by flatboat, returning to Ohio by land over the 
Natchez Trace and through Kentucky, a journey that took four years 
(albeit with several diversions), and which he described, along with the 
rest of his life’s story, in his autobiography of 1845. This paper will 
compare Parker’s account of his second southern journey with his first, 
especially noting his conversations about slavery on his second journey, 
which he recorded in a travel journal (separate from his completed 
autobiography). This nineteenth-century memoir offers a contemporarily 
relevant example of one person’s effort to find clarity in a nation 
increasingly divided by different versions of truth. 

 

On May 10 of 1845, at the age of sixty-four, Daniel Parker began 

a journey by steamboat from Cincinnati down the Ohio and Mississippi 

Rivers to New Orleans, returning twenty days later. Over thirty-five years 

before he had taken the same river route by flatboat, returning to Ohio 

by land over the Natchez Trace and through Kentucky, a journey that took 

four years (albeit with several diversions).  

Daniel Parker took this second journey to New Orleans for many 

of the same reasons anyone would take a travel vacation, to see the sites, 

to meet people, and to have a little fun, such as staying in the Washington 

Hotel in New Orleans and taking a swim in Lake Pontchartrain. Always the 

itinerant minister, he found opportunities to preach to gatherings 

onboard the boat and on shore. In New Orleans, Parker accepted the 

offer of “a liberal minded minister by the name of Clap,” to whom he was 

introduced by a friend from Cincinnati, to preach at his meeting house on 

Sunday evening.1 He also, as he had done habitually all his life, observed 
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the world around him. In particular, he inquired into the practice of 

slavery, recording his observations in his journal.  

Parker’s travel journal of 1845 was a sequel of sorts to his 

autobiography, which he had recently written in sixteen octavo 

notebooks sewn together, and which presumably was sitting on a shelf in 

his home in Clermont County, Ohio, awaiting publication 175 years later. 

So, this paper today is sequel of sorts to the Autobiography of Daniel 

Parker: Frontier Universalist, edited by David Torbett, published by Ohio 

University Press in December of 2020.  

Parker was born in Newburyport, Massachusetts, in 1781.2 When 

he was seven years old, he moved with his family with the intention of 

settling on the land that his father, William Parker, had bought as a 

stockholder in the Ohio Company.3 The family halted in western 

Pennsylvania for several years, waiting out the Indian Wars on the old 

frontier, before settling at last on their land in Leading Creek in Meigs 

County, Ohio, in 1802.4  

As a young man in 1803, Daniel and his brother John, who were 

both raised as Presbyterians, became enthusiastic converts and soon 

itinerant preachers of the Halcyon Church, led by the prophetic Abel 

Sarjent. The Parkers were drawn by the church’s theology, especially its 

rejection of the idea of hell, its mystical interpretation of the Old 

Testament symbols Urim and Thummim, and its millenarian hope.5 In 

fact, their enthusiasm for the approaching millennium was such that in 

1807, the two brothers, along with several other church members living 

at the time in Washington, Pennsylvania, took part in a severe fast, 

believing they needed to “go through great tribulation in order to be 

prepared for entering the kingdom.” The fast ended with one member 

dying; with rumors, accusations, and public stigma falling on the band of 

“pilgrims” who participated; and with the Halcyon Church dividing (and 

declining). Abel Sarjent, who did not condone the fast, attacked the 

participants as schismatics.6  

Seeking a new start after this crisis, Daniel Parker, who had 

moved back to southeast Ohio, accepted an offer in 1809 to travel with 

Alvan Bingham of Athens, selling a newly invented washing machine, 

which Parker, a carpenter and mechanic, would make to order. Together 

they traveled down the Mississippi by flatboat as far as New Orleans and 

north again by land as far as Tennessee, parting ways when Bingham got 

married in the winter of 1810. Daniel Parker continued into Kentucky in 

1811 and remained in that state, seeking to recoup his investment in the 

washing machine business, until he returned to his family home in Ohio 

in December of 1813. While he found scant financial success on his 

travels, he gained life-changing experience, including falling in love with 
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and being rejected by the daughter of a Kentucky planter. Some of these 

experiences he recorded in a journal at the time and later copied into his 

autobiography of 1845. Most of the experiences he recorded in his 1845 

autobiography, however, were, as he states in his introductory sentence, 

from memory.7  

Parker was particularly affected by exposure to slavery. Having 

“seen little of slavery before,” he witnessed scenes that convinced him of 

its evils, including a slave auction, overwork, abuse, and in the most 

extreme instance, murder. A slave dealer knocked a man off a boat with 

a club in Natchez, Mississippi. Parker and his associates discovered the 

man’s body “floating about in a basin near the boat with his skull broken 

and much swelled.” They “went into town to find a coroner, but the 

people laughed at us, so we returned and buried him in the sand.” 8 

Ironically, during this same journey, Daniel Parker also found 

himself entangled in the institution of slavery. Wishing to be helpful to 

two men who had shown him hospitality in Kentucky, Parker offered to 

“take care of the families”9 while they volunteered their services against 

the British and their Native American allies in the War of 1812. This 

turned out to mean that Parker had volunteered to be a slave overseer 

for seven weeks. That he found himself in this situation can be blamed 

partly on circumstances. Less excusable are Parker’s complaints in his 

journal of 1812 about having to manage a “set of lazy negroes” who were 

also “lying and dishonest.”10 It was not clear to me as editor of his 

autobiography that Parker ever understood, even years later, how much 

this language, expressed during an emotional low point in his journey, 

contradicted his general antislavery and anti-racist position.11 

Nevertheless, the experience convinced him even more of the alienating 

and demoralizing aspects of slavery for all people involved, both enslaved 

and enslavers. 

At the outset of his second southward journey in 1845, Daniel 

Parker was no longer the traumatized former preacher of a failed 

apocalyptic religious movement (about to become a failed traveling 

washing machine salesman) that he was in 1809. He had developed his 

theology, going beyond the annihilationism of the Halcyon Church to fully 

embrace the idea of universal salvation. He had gained some notoriety as 

a freelance Universalist preacher in the Ohio Valley, and now had his own 

church in Cincinnati.12 He was now married to Priscilla Mulloy Ring and 

was the father of eight children. He lived with his family on a spacious 

homestead on the Ohio River that they had named Mount Hygiene 

(because it was a good and healthy place to be). He with his wife and son 

James K. Parker were co-founders of Clermont Academy, the first private, 
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coeducational, racially integrated, secondary school in Ohio.13 And he 

was a convinced and outspoken abolitionist. 

As it was for many others, Parker’s first antislavery activism took 

the form of speaking on behalf the American Colonization Society for two 

years in the early 1830s.14 But when he became convinced that the 

colonization scheme was not intended to end slavery but rather to rid the 

country of free Blacks, he then joined the ranks of what was then a new, 

more radical brand of antislavery activist, the abolitionists, who rejected 

the colonization solution  

 

and advocated immediate emancipation, on the soil, as the 
natural and inalienable right of the slaves; urged the doctrine 
of human rights contained in our Declaration of Independence 
and the claims of the gospel upon all mankind, irrespective of 
color or condition; depicted in glowing language the horrors of 
slavery with a zeal corresponding to the magnitude and 
importance of the subject; repudiated worldly expediency, and 
insisted on the duty of adhering to correct principle, whatever 
might be the consequences.15  

 

He lectured for the Clermont County Antislavery Society, 

subscribed and acted as an agent for James G. Birney’s Philanthropist, 

and personally argued with any defender of slavery who cared to engage 

him on either side of the Ohio. The last chapter of his autobiography 

consists mostly of antislavery arguments.   

On his second journey south, Parker, always a seeker of truth, 

again inquired into the practice of slavery. Convinced abolitionist though 

he had become, he was still trying to see if there was any truth to the 

proslavery argument that slavery was a misunderstood, benign 

institution. Or at least he was seeking to make his own antislavery 

arguments more convincing.  

Parker explored a sugar plantation near Donaldsonville, 

Louisiana, at a stop on the trip downriver. He befriended an enslaved man 

and engaged him in a long conversation about his work and life and 

treatment. The man, who was originally from Kentucky and was brought 

to New Orleans as a small child, also happened to be a Baptist preacher. 

He explained that slaves worked fourteen-hour days, that they were 

rarely given more to eat than cornmeal (though his own master allowed 

him meat), and that slaves got whipped for holding their own religious 

meetings without White supervision. Parker asked him if enslaved people 

“were generally satisfied and would prefer remaining slaves rather than 

being free,” adding “that the proslavery men said so.” The man quickly 

disabused Parker of the notion, saying that “who ever said so were fools.” 
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Parker trusted the testimony of his fellow minister of the gospel, saying 

“the expression of his voice and countenance indicated that he was a 

truth-telling Christian.” After touring the slave’s quarters and some more 

conversation, Parker left the man “with some good advice and an 

affectionate shake of the hand, expressing the hope with tears in my 

eyes, that if we never met again in this world that we might in a better.”16 

Parker’s conversation with the enslaved man, which he records in detail, 

taking seriously his account of the man’s own experience, provides a nice 

contrast to his dismissive attitude toward the people who worked for him 

during his brief stint as a slave overseer in Kentucky some thirty-five years 

before.  

However, Parker was confused by other reports, including some 

from acquaintances he trusted, that slaves were not always so badly 

mistreated. On the return trip he spoke with a Mr. William Hyatt, “an old 

acquaintance” on the steamboat, presumably a merchant from Cincinnati 

who did business in the South.17 Parker “enquired of him into the general 

treatment of slaves and told him what the black preacher had said in 

regard to their food.” Hyatt “denied its truth and said he had been for 

eight years trading along the whole coast” and “had sold large amounts 

of provisions and knew that the slaves generally had meat.”18  

Daniel Parker expressed frustration at his limited access to 

information, exacerbated by the fact that “almost every white person I 

converse with in this country is either an advocate or an apologist for the 

system, which seems to have thrown over the whole face of society an 

impenetrable shield, through which the arrows of truth cannot easily 

penetrate.”19 To add to Parker’s confusion, enslaved people “for the most 

part” lacked knowledge of slave treatment in places beyond “their own 

immediate surroundings.” In any case, they were, with a noted exception, 

“nearly inaccessible to strangers” such as the inquisitive Daniel Parker.20 

Parker concluded that whatever “palliation” more humane slaveholders 

might offer, it remained “a cruel system which requires hearty and strong 

laborers to work all their lives for coarse victuals and clothes without the 

stimulus of wages, the advantages of education, or the right of legal 

marriage.”21 

What then is to be learned from Daniel Parker’s account of his 

second journey to New Orleans and back to Ohio? One point is that Daniel 

Parker is a keen observer, both of his own thoughts and feelings and of 

the world around him. Daniel Parker really was a nosy parker, which 

makes his writing a valuable historical primary source. A welcome aspect 

of Parker’s writing, both in his autobiography and in his later steamboat 

travel journal, is that he refrained from tailoring his observations to fit a 

chosen master narrative. This distinguishes him from other memoirists of 
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his time, who tended not to let too much truth get in the way of a good 

story, such as the Methodist preacher Peter Cartwright. His bestselling 

autobiography was set around the same time and in the same places as 

Parker’s, even dealing with some of the same people, but was written in 

such a way that almost every scene is an affirmation of rightness of Peter 

Cartwright.22 Parker, on the other hand, unselfconsciously records the 

strange, tragic, and embarrassing things that do not serve any of his 

rhetorical purposes. For example, the last part of his journal of 1845, 

covering his return trip, deals mostly with an infant, born and deceased 

on board the steamboat, whose alcoholic mother managed to persuade 

Parker, a teetotaler and temperance advocate, to beg some wine for her 

from the boat’s barkeepers. The details that Parker recorded of the 

episode give enough insights and raise enough questions to make it the 

subject of a paper in itself. 

Secondly, Parker gives evidence for how much more over these 

decades the Mississippi Valley had evolved from a territory with slavery 

to a slave society in which the institution shaped every aspect of life.23 It 

was evident in almost every conversation that Parker recorded. It was 

evident in the changes of the very landscape that Parker described, 

where the seemingly endless cane brakes and strands of rushes that had 

lined the Mississippi’s banks in 1809 had been cleared and replaced by 

large cotton plantations like that of John L. Martin, several miles south of 

the confluence of the Mississippi and Arkansas Rivers.24 Martin himself 

lived in Louisville, Kentucky, “but keeps an overseer on his cotton farm,” 

which Parker acknowledged was “a splendid place” but one that could 

“hardly be brought to such perfection in a slave region upon the principle 

of ‘doing unto others as we would have them do unto us.’”25  

This finally brings us to the last lesson to be learned from Parker’s 

journal. Parker learned, not surprisingly, that he could not gain a 

comprehensive and objective understanding of Southern slavery in 1845 

from a twenty-day tour, not if he was also going to take time to have a 

swim in Lake Pontchartrain. Ultimately, Parker had to make his moral 

judgments based on the principles that he had embraced over the years, 

values that allowed him to transcend the confusion of the gaslighting 

arguments and rhetoric of a proslavery society in 1845, and that allowed 

him at other times in his life to transcend his own limitations and 

prejudices. Ultimately, he had to rely on the Golden Rule, that one should 

treat others the way that one would like to be treated. Parker, during his 

brief journey, could not find evidence that American slavery was always 

and everywhere as bad as its unequal power structure allowed it to be 

(though history would prove that often it was).26 But Parker did find 

evidence through a direct conversation that enslaved people desired to 
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be free, just like other people. And he knew that a system that required 

Black people “to toil for the luxurious support of others on whom the 

Creator has seen fit to bestow a fair complection [sic] and different 

features”27 could never be squared with the principle of reciprocity. To 

humbly trust the limited truth that one does have, and to rely on true 

principles, especially on the Golden Rule: this may be the best guidance 

that can be given in times of doubt, when faced by weighty moral 

decisions, when vision is clouded and facts are obscured by gaslighting 

and self-serving ideologies, whether those times of doubt are during 

Parker’s day or in our own.  
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